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Preface
Last year, in Journal of Algebra (2004, vol. 276, nos. 1–2), the launch of the new section
Computational Algebra was announced, and slightly more than a year later, we are now
happy to present this first issue.
The numerous submissions to the new section show the strong support this project has
been receiving in the community. As hoped for, we received contributions from a broad va-
riety of mathematical disciplines, including number theory, invariant theory, commutative
algebra, Lie theory, and group theory.
The papers in this first issue are printed in order of their submission dates. The first
two papers accepted for the section were unfortunately published in a regular issue, which
explains why this first issue starts with two addenda. We could not think of producing our
first issue without these two contributions fully acknowledged. A link will take the reader
of the online version to the original article, and, exact reproductions are found at the end
of the issue in the print version.
We hope you enjoy reading the first issue as much as we enjoyed preparing it.
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